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Аннотация. В статье рассмотрен ряд аспектов российского националистического движения в контексте украинского Майдана осени 2013—зимы

Abstract. This paper addresses questions concerning the Russian nationalist movement in light of the Ukrainian Maidan revolution and its political and
2014 гг., которые редко затрагиваются в научной литературе, несмотря на относительно большое количество работ, посвященных украинскому кризису. Показано, что украинские события нашли отражение в дискурсе самоопределения организаций, принадлежащих к российскому националистическому движению. Реакция на украинские события варьируется от поддержки Майдана и критики российской политики в отношении Украины до критики Майдана и поддержки российской политики. Проведенный анализ сфокусирован на выявлении ключевых идеологем российских националистических организаций и на прослеживании связей между ними и реакцией на украинские события. При сборе эмпирических данных использовалась стратегия смешивания методов. Мы скомбинировали гибкие качественные методы интервью и анализа текста с их формализованными аналогами. Сырые данные были закодированы в матрице данных. Лог-линейный анализ показал, что только четыре идеологемы статистически значимы в качестве предикторов: отношение к СССР, тип национализма, приверженность расизму и представления о территориальных границах «русского мира».
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Украина отметила третий годовщину Майдана. Это событие (тщательно описанное в большом числе работ, например, в [Cybriwsky, 2014]) было следствием значительных изменений в политических и экономических областях Европы и всего мира. Мы рассмотрели реакции организаций, принадлежащих к российскому националистическому движению, на украинские события. Реакции на Майдан варьировались от поддержки Майдана и критики российской политики до критики Майдана и поддержки российской политики. Мы изучили идеологемы российских националистических организаций, чтобы понять, какие связи существуют между ними и как они реагировали на украинские события. Для сбора данных мы использовали смешанные методы. Мы соединили гибкие качественные методы интервью и текстовый анализ с их формализованными вариантами. После организации сырых данных в матрицу, мы использовали лог-линейный анализ, который показал, что только четыре идеологемы статистически значимы в качестве предикторов: отношение к СССР, тип национализма, приверженность расизму и представления о территориальных границах “русского мира”.
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Украина отметила третий годовщину Майдана. Это событие (тщательно описанное в большом числе работ, например, в [Cybriwsky, 2014]) было следствием значительных изменений в политических и экономических областях Европы и всего мира.
These changes affected the field of international affairs dramatically and echoed in political articles both in Europe and in the USA.

It seems to be the appropriate time to draw a summary of the scientific reflection of these changes. This reflection is concentrated in more than 100 relevant documents, which were published in the period of 2014—2015 years. These documents may be divided into a number of categories according to their authors’ exploring focus. It is depicted in [Rotmistrov, 2015] that the bulk of these authors pay especial attention to the geopolitical dimension of the Ukrainian crisis. These scholars tend to consider the restricted list of actors, such as President Putin and his entourage and the G7-governments. From this standpoint, Ukraine is considered not as an agent, but as a middle link of the West-Russia confrontation and geopolitical trends of the crisis.

On the other hand, only the minority of the authors explore domestic Ukrainian processes, which preceded Maidan, comprised Maidan as a whole, and followed it. Some of the authors emphasize the nationalism’s and fascism’s exertion significance in these processes. It is noticed that the link between nationalism, civil society, organized crime, and protests has been under-theorized and often ignored by political scientists; but academic discussions and scholarly analysis of Ukrainian and Russian nationalisms should not ignore all of these aspects [Kuzio, 2014; Phillips, 2014; Polyakova, 2014; Shekhovtsov, 2014].

It may be concluded that the question of the Ukrainian crisis, its reasons and consequences has been extensively posed in academic literature. However, the academic community has rarely raised the question of a Maidan’s impact on the Russian domestic politics. Meanwhile, the Russian domestic politics and the Russian foreign policy are interdependent. That is why we deem reasonable some shift of scholars’ attention from the Russian foreign policy to the Russian domestic politics.

The Russian domestic politics, alike Ukrainian one, consists of official and unofficial sectors. As in Ukraine, Russian radical nationalists, who sometimes proclaim a revolutionary agenda, play significant role in the unofficial sector. Studying dynamics and peculiarities of the Russian nationalist movement makes it possible to draw meaningful conclusions on the Russian domestic politics’ nature and its possible influence on the Russian foreign policy.

In the present research, we try to classify the Russian radical nationalist movement according to its reaction to Maidan and its consequences. The main question to what the study is addressed is what determinants affect these or those nationalist organizations’ reaction types to Maidan. We presume that this research’s results may contribute to understanding of the Russian nationalist movement structure and its possible tracks in the future.

**The Russian opposition is strongly affected by the Ukrainian events**

We suggest shifting of scientific attention from the Russian government to the Russian opposition including its nationalist sector. The case of Ukraine demonstrated that sometimes a seemingly stable government is overwhelmed by a political force which emerges unexpectedly. That is why it is deceptive to concentrate just on governments as the predominating actors of states’ politics.

In the present research, Ukraine is considered to be a subject of the influence and Russia as an object thereof. By observing the situation in the Russian domestic poli-
tions over the past 10 years, one may discover that it is strongly influenced by political events in Ukraine. First of all, the «Orange revolution» (empirically described in details in many works, e.g., in [Khmelko, 2014]) in 2004 had a profound and continuing effect on the Russian protest movement. Its impact continued until 2014 and peaked in 2012 when the presidential election in Russia took place and the radical opposition denied its results. Some opposition leaders attempted to replicate partly the Ukrainian Maidan’s scenario and agenda in Moscow, in Bolotnaya square (one of this study’s authors observed this phenomenon with his own eyes).

**Studying the Russian nationalists and their reaction to the Ukrainian events by means of mixed methods**

The contemporary Russian radical nationalist movement is seemed to be studied poorly [Polyakova, 2014; Соколов, 2004: 303—305]. The authors on the issue and their main works are reviewed in [Ротмистров, Толстова, Попова, 2015]. That is why we have been conducting the research on the Russian nationalist movement since 2013. This research’s general structure and methods were as follows:

1. to select active Russian nationalist organizations which have internet sites, have their departments in more than one Russian region, conduct some political activities, and are reflected in some media. This task was accomplished by means of case studies including qualitative analysis of internet sources and expert interviews;
2. to describe the selected organizations (presented in Table 1) on the basis of qualitative text analysis and interviews with the organizations’ leaders and activists. When analyzing the political texts generated by the Russian nationalist organizations, media texts about them, and the texts gained as the interview results, there were extracted some essential characteristics regarding specialties of the organizations’ ideologies and activities (some of them are considered below in details).
3. to systemize the organizations’ characteristics on the basis of log-linear analysis and to arrange the organizations and their characteristics into a matrix (first results are presented in [Ротмистров, Толстова, Попова, 2015]),
4. to monitor regular changes in the organizations’ characteristics and to register them in the matrix.

The research included several iterations. Its first iteration was performed using only flexible qualitative methods of gathering information. These methods were combined into case study procedures. The cases for these procedures were the Russian nationalist organizations. The research’s last iterations were performed by much more formalized methods of gathering information such as content analysis and semi-formalized interview with the organizations’ representatives. The matrix comprised of the organizations and their features had been created on the first iteration, then it was enlarged and elaborated by means of content analysis. Finally, this matrix played the role of guide for semi-formalized interviewing the organizations’ representatives. They agreed or disagreed with our estimates of their organization’s features and commented these estimates.

When carrying out the study, we assumed the Russian nationalist movement’s heterogeneity concerning the reaction to the Ukrainian events. It was the starting point for our
main hypothesis. After confirming it, some interesting questions and assumptions arose. Those are: what are the clusters that the Russian radical nationalists are divided into regarding the Ukrainian events? How acute is the discrepancy among the organizations, which we distributed to the different clusters? Probably, the most interesting question is how the organization’s features which comprise the matrix mentioned above, affected the organization’s reaction to Maidan and its consequences. Our main hypothesis is that the following characteristics affected the types of reaction mentioned above:

1) The organizations’ standpoints regarding the USSR,
2) Their perception regarding those who threaten Russia,
3) Their types of nationalism,
4) Their preferences regarding the Russian’s territory,
5) religious arrangement and
6) economic arrangement.

**The Russian radical nationalists classification in regard of their reaction to the Ukrainian events**

We explored how the Russian nationalist organizations reacted to the five Ukrainian events:

1. the mass protests against the corrupted government in Kiev and some other places in Central and Western Ukraine;
2. the demand for closer partnership between Ukraine and the European Union (EU) expressed by most protestors (this issue is emphasized in [Diuk, 2014; Dunn and Bobick, 2014]);
3. the Crimea-Russia reunion (this issue is mentioned in [Charap, 2014];
4. the war in Eastern Ukraine, pro-Russian separatists, “Novorossia” (this issue is discussed in [Gentile, 2015; Ioffe, 2014]);
5. such a Ukrainian radical nationalist organization as “Right Sector” (this organization and others are described in [Likhachev, 2013; Polyakova, 2014]).

It was argued in [Rotmistrov, 2015] that the Russian radical nationalist organizations had to react to those events, and the types of reaction extremely differ one from another. The each reaction type’s specificity became a basis for a classification in the mentioned paper. Here, we reproduce briefly each cluster’s characteristics and then provide some models which may explain each cluster’s specificity.

In the mentioned paper, we distributed the exploring organizations into three clusters by means of latent cluster analyses (LCA). We chose LCA because of the exploring variables (i.e. the exploring organizations’ attitudes towards the five Ukrainian events) scale type and because LCA incorporates exhaustive statistical tool for assessing a cluster solution’s quality (see more in [Magidson and Vermunt, 2014]). The gained three clusters are described in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster → The attitude towards ↓</th>
<th>«Dominant» (15 organizations)</th>
<th>«Transitional» (7 organizations)</th>
<th>«Marginal» (10 organizations)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The mass protests against the corrupted government in Kiev</td>
<td>Contra (all organizations in the cluster)</td>
<td>Pro (all organizations in the cluster)</td>
<td>Pro (8 of organizations in the cluster)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. The organizations’ positions regarding the Ukrainian episodes**
### Cluster → The attitude towards ↓

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>«Dominant»</th>
<th>«Transitional»</th>
<th>«Marginal»</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The demand for closer partnership between Ukraine and the EU</td>
<td>Contra (all organizations in the cluster)</td>
<td>Contra (6 of the organizations in the cluster)</td>
<td>Contra and Pro (4 of the organizations in the cluster)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Crimea-Russia reunion</td>
<td>Pro (14 of the organizations in the cluster)</td>
<td>Pro (6 of the organizations in the cluster)</td>
<td>Contra (8 of the organizations in the cluster)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The East Ukrainian separatists</td>
<td>Pro (14 of the organizations in the cluster)</td>
<td>Pro (5 of the organizations in the cluster)</td>
<td>Contra (6 of the organizations in the cluster)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>«Right sector»</td>
<td>Contra (all organizations in the cluster)</td>
<td>Contra (all organizations in the cluster)</td>
<td>Contra (5 of the organizations in the cluster)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The **first cluster** consists of 15 organizations; and represents the bulk of the organizations. All of them decry both Maidan and «Right Sector» and support both the Crimea-Russia reunion and «Novorossia». Such a position is considered to be in line with the mass opinion predominating in Russia. Because of such accordance and because almost half of the exploring organizations were ascribed to this cluster, we decided to name it «Dominant».

The bulk of the organizations from the **second cluster** differ from the cluster mentioned above in only one aspect: they do support Maidan as a mass protest. Those organizations’ representatives told that they admitted spontaneous nature of Maidan protest because they shared «street democracy» principles. Some organizations ascribed to the second cluster support Euromaidan’s pro-European orientation.

In contrast, the organizations from the **third cluster** demonstrate the position that is deemed much more divergent from the first cluster because they either decry the Crimea-Russia reunion or «Novorossia», or support «Right Sector». Such a position seems hardly acceptable for any considerable part of the Russian society.

If drawing an intermediate conclusion, one may agree that the assumption of a profound split within the Russian radical nationalists is confirmed. This split has happened due to dramatically different outlooks which had been developed in the Russian nationalist sector since the Ukrainian revolution had broken out. These differences in outlook show us the organizational and partly ideological crisis which the Russian nationalists have faced in consequence of the Ukrainian events. The crisis seems to be so severe that some nationalist organizations stopped their activity. Moreover, many Russian nationalists take part in the war both on the Ukrainian official side (the Ilya Bogdanov case) and on the separatists’ side (the Alexey Mil’chakov case).
What determinants may affect the organizations’ reaction to the Ukrainian events?

Let us consider those organizations’ characteristics, which were described and systemized in [Ротмистров, Толстова, Попова, 2015] and presumably predict their types of reaction.

1) The organizations’ standpoints regarding the USSR. The USSR provided a special ideological, economic, geopolitical phenomenon, to which the nationalist organizations’ ideologists need to demonstrate some kind of relation. (Hypothetically, this or that kind of such relation may depend on the organization’s leader biography. But this assumption should be confirmed by a special research.) We suggest dividing the organizations according to four kinds of their relation to the USSR. The first kind is absolutely negative. Those, who adhere to such a position, comment it as following: «We do not consider that war (1941—1945) to be the Great Patriotic one because we consider it to be just the Soviet-German War. During that war, the Russian people had two enemies: Hitler and Stalin. Unfortunately, the Russian people had to support the Stalin regime in order to stop the Hitler invasion of Russia» (7 organizations). The second position is overall negative along with admitting some advantages of the USSR (such as the victory in the Great Patriotic War, the Soviet astronautic program etc.) (8 org-s). The third position is neutral (3 org-s). The forth position is positive. Those organizations’ representatives, who like the Soviet period, say: «Unfortunately, Russian’s role in geopolitics is much less important than Soviet one» «The USSR was a unique positive phenomenon in the humane history» (8 org-s).

2) The organizations’ perception regarding those who threat Russia. Some moderate representatives of the nationalist organizations told us that their nationalism is not based on some enemy conception. But we deem the bulk of the nationalist organizations exploiting such an image. It seems to be logical that nationalists usually think that somebody or something threatens the welfare of their nation. Then, our conclusion leans on the gathered materials. Among the materials, the most frequent are those types of threats: immigrants on one hand, and western elites, an international conspiracy, Zionists — on the other hand. Some organizations are focused only on the second type of threat (12 org-s). The other are focused on the both types (16 org-s). No organizations focuses on immigrant threat alone.

3) The type of nationalism of the organizations. We suggested distinguishing the exploring organizations according to how their representatives answer the following questions: is the race important when identifying the term «nation»? Is the ethnicity important? Some representatives told us that neither race nor ethnicity is important. They told that only the cultural code is important. Such nationalists consider the Russian people to be a cultural and geopolitical community rather than ethnical one (3 org-s). The other representatives told that the ethnicity is important but the race in not important (19 org-s). The last group of representatives insisted that the race is the most important (6 org-s). We checked and confirmed these answers by means of content analysis of the organizations’ materials. Moreover, it turned out that dividing the discussing variable into two ones helped to register more information. These new variables are «The type of nationalism: cultural-ethnic» and «Adhering to racism».
4) The organizations’ preferences regarding the Russia’s territory. From our experience, a territory and its borders are important issues for nationalists. The Russian nationalists comprise two strongly different camps regarding the issue. The organizations from one camp proclaim that their agenda is to restore the Russian Empire (19 org-s). In other words, they say, Russia should merge at least all the territories that the former Russian Empire occupied. The organizations from another camp consider their opponents’ position to be outdated. They assert that the epoch of empires ceased; the epoch of national states has come. Thus, they suggest limiting the Russia’s territory to only the realm of the Russian majority. For example, they actively support the slogan: «Stop feeding the Caucasus» (14 org-s).

5) The organizations’ preferences regarding religious arrangement. Roughly half of the nationalist organizations originated relatively recently (e.g., in the period of 2005—2014) adhere to a secular ideology. Their representatives say that religion is a personal matter and responsibility (17 org-s). In contrast, another half of the exploring organizations considers religion to be a public issue. Some organizations are moderate in this aspect. They request a special pattern of religiosity from their members, but they are not going to implement such a pattern in all-Russian scale if they achieve the state authority. The other organizations are somewhat religious fanatic. They are going to implement their preferring religious patterns in all-Russian scale if they achieve the state authority. The organizations following some religious patterns may be divided into two camps: Orthodox Christian (14 org-s) and Slavic pagan (2 org-s).

6) The organizations’ preferring economic arrangement. The exploring organizations’ documents are less addressed to economic questions than to those described above. Moreover, usual activists of the organizations often hesitate to answer economic questions. Nevertheless, content analysis of the organizations’ documents showed that roughly 3/4 of the organizations have some economic preferences. The bulk of the exploring nationalists prefer National Socialism and paternalist principles (24 org-s). Thus, they seem the government should nationalize natural resources and a large-scale industry. Then, it should redistribute the gross domestic product more fairly among Russians. Education and medical care should become free for Russians. But they are not going to abolish private property and entrepreneurship. On the other hand, the minority of nationalists (4 org-s) share liberal economic principles. They focus on economic freedom and private property securing for Russians.

All the six characteristics are considered in details in [Ротмистров, Толстова, Попова, 2015]. That paper provides the organizations distributions according to these characteristics and log-linear analysis of how these characteristics are interrelated. Below we present the log-linear analysis of how these characteristics affect the types of organizations’ reaction to the Ukrainian revolution and its consequences.

**Why log-linear analysis is appropriate for identifying the exploring determinants in regard of their effect on the organizations’ reaction to the Ukrainian events?**

We assumed that all the mentioned organizations’ characteristics possibly exert their influence on organizations’ functioning. These characteristics comprise the ideological basis of each exploring organization. Consequently, their leaders presumably
needed to take into account their organizations’ ideological basics when deciding on how to react to the Ukrainian events. This need may be indicated by the statistical associations among the organization belonging to any cluster out of the three mentioned above and their explored ideological characteristics.

Statistical associations may be found by means of a wide range of methods. But the specificity of our task leads to some limitations on the method choice. The first limitation is rooted in a small number of objects — 33. The small number of objects often leads to sparse data problem when building multiway contingency tables. The second limitation refers to the type of characteristics scaling. The exploring characteristics belong to categorical scale type, including dichotomous. In other words, distances between any pairs of categories (e.g., «Secular», «Orthodox Christian» and «Slavic pagan») of the exploring variables (e.g., «The organizations’ preferences regarding religious arrangement») could not be measured. Moreover, in this case and analogous ones even the order among the categories could not be identified. That is why many popular statistical methods, including the bulk of regression types, are inappropriate for our task. The third limitation has to do with the multidimensionality. In terms of regression modeling, we have the six hypothetical predictors, which may affect the cluster membership variable directly and indirectly. Moreover, these predictors may take part in interaction effects. That is why two-dimensional statistical methods are inappropriate for our task.

Taking into account all the mentioned limitations, one may agree that log-linear analysis is suitable method for the task completing. This multidimensional method handles with categorical variables and includes regression modeling with interaction effects. Its basics are described in details in [Upton, 1978]; its history and principles are described in [Upton, 1991].

In regard of our issue, log-linear analysis makes it possible to perform the following logical and mathematical tasks:

— to exclude the predictors which do not take part in any kind of statistically meaningful association;

— to arrange the rest variables according to their effects on the other predictors and on the cluster variable (analogously to path analysis).

**How the chosen determinants statistically affect the organizations’ reaction to the Ukrainian events?**

It was analyzed more than 100,000 models comprised of any possible predictor combinations. Log-linear analysis has indicated that two out of the six hypothetical predictors do form statistically meaningful direct combinations (at the 95% confidence level) with the dependent variable (the cluster membership). In other words, if one imagine the matrix consisting of 33 rows (the organizations) and 6 columns (the organizations’ ideological characteristics), the data in two of the columns may be organized successfully according to the cluster membership variable. These two predictors are the organizations’ standpoints regarding the USSR and type of their nationalism.

The built model is reasonable to be considered in terms of a forecast. Let us scientifically imagine the ways, which the radical nationalist organizations’ leaders passed, when coming to their tactics concerning Maidan and its consequences:
the organizations and their leaders may be distinguished according to their standpoints regarding the USSR. If their standpoint is positive they may not drop in the «Marginal» cluster with high probability (8/9). In other words, they very probably could neither decry the pro-Russian separatists in Eastern Ukraine nor support «Right Sector».

The organizations and their leaders may be distinguished according to the type of their nationalism. If they weakly associate their nationalism with the ethnicity they may drop in the «Dominant» cluster with high probability (10/18). In other words, they very probably could both support the Crimea-Russia reunion and pro-Russian separatists in Eastern Ukraine and decry Maidan and «Right Sector». In contrast, if leaders’ and their organization’s strongly associate their nationalism with the ethnicity they may not drop in the «Dominant» or «Transitional» clusters with high probability (8/11). In other words, they very probably could decry the pro-Russian separatists in Eastern Ukraine and support «Right Sector».

These predictors’ affects are depicted in the gray realm of Table 2. Among the rest four predictors are those, which affect the dependent variable indirectly; they are: the organizations’ adhering to racism and their preferences regarding the Russia’s territory. Thus, the organizations’ adhering to racism affects the cluster membership through their type of nationalism and the organizations’ preferences regarding the Russia’s territory affects the cluster membership through their standpoints regarding the USSR. These indirect influences are depicted in the white realm of Table 2.

Table 2. The scheme of the organizations’ ideological characteristics effects on their types of reaction to the Ukraine events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The predicting direction</th>
<th>The predicting direction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adhering to racism</td>
<td>Type of nationalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Frequent usage of terms associated with the ethnicity in the organizations’ documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Rare usage of terms associated with the ethnicity in the organizations’ documents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notions: +++ positive association
- - - negative association
— Thus, if the organizations and their leaders do not adhere to racism they may weakly associate their nationalism with the ethnicity with high probability (19/25);
— if they prefer Russia to occupy only the territory where Russians are the ethnic majority they exactly do not have the positive standpoint regarding the USSR with (probability = 1).

Finally, other predictors do not statistically affect the organizations’ types of reaction to the Ukrainian events directly or indirectly.

The research’s next iteration was interpreting the discovered regularity. For this task, we appealed to i) the regularities, discovered in [Rotmistrov, Tolstova, Popova, 2015] and to ii) the organizations’ representatives. In the mentioned paper we argued that the standpoint regarding the USSR plays a key role among the nationalist organizations’ ideological basics. Some organizations consider the USSR as the Russian Empire successor in developing the Russian culture and geopolitical subjectivity. It was very likely that these organizations dropped in the Dominant cluster because in their outlook Ukraine remains a part of the Russian culture and territory; and they consider Europe as a hostile geopolitical subject. On the other hand, one may see the organizations, which decry the USSR and consider the Russian Empire to be outdated. Generally, they share the European principle of national state. Then, because of racism, they feel themselves Europeans rather than «Rossiyane» (the official term, which is to replace the term «Russian»). That was why it was very likely that these organizations dropped in the Marginal cluster.

Conclusion

Our main hypothesis is partly confirmed. It seems that we managed to find out some ideological basics which are relevant to the deciding processes in the exploring Russian radical nationalist organizations. These basics refer to some values which, been understood, may help dealing with Russian nationalists.

Dealing with Russian nationalists may become actually in a medium term. Although they are undergoing the severe crisis mentioned above, the downtrend in their social power may give the way for an uptrend. Thus, the Ukrainian nationalist movement was in a profound crisis just recently in the early 2010s [Likhachev, 2013: 63], but now their leaders are presented in the Ukrainian Parliament and in many departments of the Ukrainian Government, e. g., D. Yarosh, the head of «Right Sector», and the «extra-systemic ultraright» leader A. Biletsky [Ibid: 65] have been elected to the Parliament.

Our model is generally thought-provoking because it consists of those four ideological characteristics out of the six, which tend to be actually playing a role in the political tactics formulating process. E.g., when the organizations leaders decided on how to react to Maidan and its consequences, their perception regarding those who threat Russia and their preferring economic arrangement did not play a role. Yet, their standpoints regarding the USSR and type of their nationalism, their adhering to racism and their preferences regarding the Russia’s territory did play the role. By the way, it may indicate that nationalists’ perception of the USSR notably similar to their perception of the Russian Empire. But another paper should be addressed to this question.
Our model can be extended to the general population because log-linear analysis is a statistical method. Consequently, it may be transferred from an organizational level to a personal level if the hypothesis about the explored organizations ideological homogeneity is confirmed. Our paper is not addressed to this question, but if taking into account that the bulk of the explored organizations are not large (limited to a few thousand members at most), it seems to be logical that they are not strongly heterogeneous.
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